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Why risk the health of your
business by measuring the
wrong things?
If your business lost major money
for three months, one after the
other, you’d be stressed.
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You’d be stressed enough to do
something about it.
Making a loss prompts a strong
emotional reaction. And a strong
enough emotional reaction results
in corrective action, as it should.
So a key measure in your
business – a loss – gets you to
do something to improve your
business results – reduce costs or
improve sales.
But shouldn’t you be taking
timely action to prevent the
losses in the first place?

In a nutshell
Use customer-focused, healthy heartfelt
business measures and you’ll take action
sooner. Take action sooner and you’ll
avoid problems leading to losses in your
business.
Like most business owners and
managers you are familiar with KPIs – Key

Performance Indicators.
Most business owners and managers
measure what they think is right rather
than measure what matters most.

Use cleverer KPIs…
In 1994 Continental Airlines was failing
miserably.
In the previous decade it had filed for
bankruptcy twice.
But then Gordon Bethune took over.
Bethune simply got every employee
focused on three KPIs. Together they

Here’s a proven solution
for you…
Measure what matters to your customers
and the health of your business will be
safe and sound.

delivered a remarkable comeback.
Continental became one of the most
profitable airlines in the sky in the late
1990’s.
In 1994 they had a complex set of
measures for their business, mostly focused
on cost reduction. So Bethune theatrically
burned the employee manual in their car
park. The rules had changed.
The game changed because Bethune
changed the KPIs. He dumped most
measures and got every employee focused
on three KPIs:
• Less lost luggage
• Fewer complaints
• More on-time arrival
Notice how these three company KPIs
matter to the airline’s customers.
Profits soared because they focused on
KPIs that made a dramatic difference to their
customers.
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You can predict your future success with canary-like KPIs

Bethune managed to get all Continental
employees taking regular action to improve
these three customer-focused KPIs.
Less lost luggage – a quality KPI
Fewer complaints – a customer
satisfaction KPI
On time arrival – a speed of delivery KPI.
What’s your equivalent to Bethune’s three
customer-focused KPIs?

Critical question…
What happens to your business results
when you start to measure the numbers that
matter most to your customers?

Worthwhile answer…
You start to predict the future success of
your business.
If and when you track, measure and, most
importantly, act on KPIs that matter to your
customers, you stack the odds in favour of
your success. Just like Continental Airlines did.
They went from worst to first in their industry
– what could you achieve?

Canary-like KPIs…
You’ll know why miners used to take
canaries down the mine with them? To
predict their future survival!
Should a canary stop singing and fall
off their little perch, the miners knew the
air quality was dangerous. But here’s what
matters most about this…

Just 6 minutes! Or 13 if they were
lucky…
The emergency breathing-masks the
miners used had between six and thirteen
minutes of air. So when a canary fell off
its perch, miners were fast to put on their
breathing masks. Then they legged it, they
got out of there fast!
Here’s the rub. It’s one thing to have a
great health predictor – a canary – it’s another
to take action, and take action fast.

You want your business to
succeed…
So start measuring what matters to
your customers and your ‘Key Performance
Indicators’ become ‘Key Predictive
Indicators’. Your KPIs become your business
canary!
Act fast when these ‘Key Predictive
Indicators’ change and your survival is more
than likely.
Better still, take action because of what
your ‘Key Predictive Indicators’ tell you and
your business success is more likely.

Simplicity seals the deal
Continental Airlines started with a long
complex set of KPIs.
Then Bethune simplified this to three
easy-to-understand, customer-focused KPIs.
When you work out a handful of KPIs
that work for your customers, you too can
dramatically improve your business results.

Get it all on one page…
Long and complex or short and simple?
Research by the software company Exact
suggests that businesses with a business
plan are consistently more profitable (70%)
than those without a business plan (52%).
But business plans often feel like a waste of
time to business owners. Especially when the
resulting business plan ends up gathering
dust in a drawer somewhere!
But what about a short, simple business
plan on one page? One page focused on a
handful of customer-facing KPIs. One page
of KPIs you refer to often because it predicts
your future success and steers the actions
you take.
One page of KPIs you can share with your
people so you’re all taking action to improve
your results.

TIME TO DISAGREE
“Business is more complex than
reducing what we do to handful of
numbers.”
It is all too easy to be tempted to focus
on accounting numbers.
And yet, not one of the three
Continental Airlines KPIs would show up in
a set of accounts! This is the point of this
bitesize business breakthrough.
It’s like Ron Baker says in his masterful
book on KPIs:
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“…ultimately the success of any
business is a result of loyal customers
who return.”
As Baker’s book title suggests when you
‘Measure What Matters To Customers’ you
measure the few things that can steer you
towards your future success.
In another landmark study on KPIs – ‘The
Balanced Scorecard’ by Kaplan and Norton
– the authors argue for a balanced set of
KPIs in your business.
Measure the KPIs that matter to your
customers AS WELL AS your cost, sales and
marketing KPIs.
But keep a ‘business one page plan’
approach. Long and complex is to be
avoided – keep it simple and short, on one
page.
NB If you want any help on nailing
down your business KPIs in this way please
get in touch.

“It’s almost impossible to get our
people to take KPIs seriously.”
You could argue it was easier to get
buy-in to new KPIs at Continental Airlines
because they’d nearly gone bust twice, so
fear played a role.
You could also argue having a new CEO
helped too.
However the logic, simplicity and
common sense of the three KPIs used – less
lost luggage, fewer customer complaints,
more on-time arrivals – did the following…
“…help pilots, flight crews, baggage
handlers, or food service caterers
fulfil the goals and objectives of the
airline on an hour by hour timeline.”

Involve your team in a discussion about
Key Predictive Indicators – the numbers
that matter to your customers – and you’ll
stand a good chance of getting their
support.
Like Michael Basch (co-founder of
FedEx) suggests:
“People don’t mind change. They
mind being changed.”

“Some things are hard to
measure. Wouldn’t we be better off
measuring the easier stuff?”
Yes it is difficult to get an exact measure
of customer satisfaction. And it is easy
to get the exact cost of for example fuel
consumption.
But as Ron Baker suggests:
“Exact measurements of the wrong
things can drive out good judgements
of the right things.”
If you like the idea of greater certainty
over your future business success, then
you’ll be willing to do the work of
measuring the ‘less exact’ customerfocused KPIs.

Tell me more…
If you need further convincing about
the power of measuring what matters to
your customers, check out Ron Baker’s
power-packed book.
It’s well-worth your
attention if you are
committed to growing
your business.

- Ron Baker, ‘Measure What Matters To
Customers’

Your reputation as a value
added accountant really
matters. This reputation is at risk
unless you share high value business
breakthroughs with your clients and
contacts. Business Bitesize can help you
do this. You can also become the only
accountancy firm doing this in your area.
Find out more here…
www.businessbitesizeforaccountants.com

Your feedback is
important to us. We’d love to

know what you think of Business Bitesize.
Click on this link here to give us your
feedback and answer a single question.
And of course, if you’d like to share this
report directly with any of your colleagues,
friends and contacts … feel free.

4 helping
hands for
you…
It’s easy to accept the status-quo and
continue to measure what you’ve
always measured in your business.
Why not put these 4 things to work
so you can improve your KPIs and
improve the actions you take and
improve your business results too:

1. Get your team involved
and discuss what KPIs
matter most to your
customers
2. Identify a handful of KPIs
you think will do the job
for you
3. Set these KPIs up as a
business one-page plan
4. Refer to your one page
of KPIs regularly to drive
the right action in your
business

ULTIMATE ARGUMENT:
“How do I know this
will work for me and my
business?”
Until you test these new-style
customer-focused KPIs (Key
Predictive Indicators) in your
business you won’t know.
You can keep your existing measures
(as an accountant we recommend
you do) but have a look at how your
decision-making and actions taken
change when you and your people
use customer-focused KPIs

STOP: thinking your existing KPIs
are good enough. It suggests you’re
stuck in the old way of managing
your performance.

START: measuring what matters

most to your customers. Then take
regular action to improve these newstyle KPIs.
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Go to http://bit.ly/heartfeltKPIsTls to see the additional
tools and resources to help correctly measured KPIs
work for your accountancy firm.

Your next steps:

Here’s how you create a Business One
Page Plan of Key Predictive Indicators
for your business:

Here’s your bitesize, customerfacing, business one page plan
KPI checklist. This will help you
identify your Key Predictive
Indicators and put them to work
in your business.

1. Get clear on the goals for your business
Continental Airlines goal was to climb away from being the worst ranked airline in 1994
and avoid bankruptcy. Their goals changed as they made progress but they used clear
SMART goals.
Find out how you can create SMART goals for your business in the Business Bitesize support
tools – you’ll get to these from our Business Bitesize library page (see the box below).

Start by working
with your people:

2. Work out, with your people, your customer-facing predictors

Your people are the ones who
do the work that delivers you
satisfied or delighted customers.
They must be involved in deciding
which KPIs will best serve your
customers, and serve your
business too.
By getting your people involved
you are more likely to have them
support your efforts and make it
happen.

What’s your equivalent of Less Lost Luggage? A quality KPI.
What’s your equivalent of On Time Arrival? A speed of delivery KPI.
And what about a customer care KPI? And you might opt for tracking an overall customer
satisfaction KPI. For more guidance on these please see the Business Bitesize support
tools.

3. Work out your sales and marketing predictors
The growth of your business means you must generate enquiries from new prospective
clients (marketing). What are your best marketing KPIs?
You must also convert these enquiries to paying customers (sales). Which KPIs show you
how well your business does this?

4. Work out your cost and cash predictors
You are likely to have one, two or three costs that dominate the money you spend to run
your business. It could be salaries or staff turnover. It could be fuel or other raw materials.
It could be capital investment costs. What are yours?
And because cash is king in every business you’ll want to know every day, every week or
every month how well your cash collection is working. What KPIs show you this?

More tools and
information for you:

5. Add in your key financials

As well as the checklist here, you
can use the forms and checklists
in the online supporting tools.
Together they’ll help you make
more of this bitesize business
breakthrough.

6. Track your KPIs every month (at least) and take action to
improve them

You know these already but it makes sense to show these on your business one page
plan too. But it’s good to have confirmation on the hard facts about the three numbers
that tell you how well you did historically – turnover, cash in bank and profitability.

Predictive Measurement is not enough. Take action to improve your numbers.

For ideas and inspiration on these five valuable insights and more,
please visit the tools in the link below.

YOUR SUPPORT TOOLS ARE HERE: Go to the link below and you’ll find a suite of support
tools to help you build your business one page plan of heartfelt key performance
(predictive) indicators.
Find the support tools to help you here - www.businessbitesize.com/remarkable_practice
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How to make your profits
take off through caring
customer contact…

You intuitively know how
dangerous it is to take your
customers for granted. And
yet how many businesses do
you witness delivering average,
or even miserable customer
experiences?
Here’s a bitesize business
breakthrough to help you focus
on delivering a magical customer
experience. When you do, you
improve profits because these
same customers buy again, buy
more, and buy more often. They
also tend to recommend you to
their friends and colleagues.

In a nutshell
Your customer care contact programme
determines your customer experience. Your
customer experience determines the success
of your business.
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Wouldn’t it be great if you were
able to generate greater sales
and profits with the help of your
customers? Even better if you
increase profits without spending
another penny on sales and
marketing!

When Jan Carlzon took over Scandinavian
Airlines (SAS) the business was making
multi-million losses and in worrying decline.
In just 12 months he turned the business
around. In one year earnings were up £60
million in a drastically slumping market
where other international airlines collectively
lost £1.5 billion.
One of the key elements of Carlzon’s

Here’s a proven solution
for you…
Focus your energy, your people and
your systems on delivering memorable
customer experiences.
Create magical moments to help
create loyal customers who end up
buying more, buy more often, and
recommend others to buy too.

turnaround was his unerring focus and
commitment to customer care.
Carlzon did a brilliant job of sharing
his very simple view of what makes SAS
successful.

A simple, powerful view of
business…
10 million customers a year typically come
into contact with 5 SAS employees. And each
contact lasts an average of 15 seconds. Here’s
Carlzon’s view:
“SAS is ‘created’ 50 million times a year,
15 seconds at a time.”
“These 50 million ‘moments of truth’ are
the moments that ultimately determine
whether SAS will succeed or fail as a
company. They are the moments when we
must prove to our customers that SAS is their
best alternative.”
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Time for a question

You can’t do it alone

What happens to your business results
when your customers think you do a magical
job of looking after them?
You win.
Perhaps a better question is, what
happens to your business when your
customers think you do a miserable job of
looking after them?
You lose.
Clearly, customer care deserves your and
your team’s best attentions. We suggest you
start here…

The 5 x 15 second customer conversations
at SAS were with front-line people. Not
managers or directors.
As at SAS, your front-line people similarly
have the knowledge, insights and experience
to help you improve your moments of truth.
So get them involved from the start.
Ignore your front-line people at your peril.

Identify your customer
moments of truth
SAS worked out they had 5 x 15 second
moments of truth with every customer.
How many moments of truth do you
have? How long are they?
Just 75 seconds per customer determines
SAS’s reputation, whether a customer comes
back, and whether they recommend others
to use SAS.
How long have you and your team got?
Because Carlzon and his 10,000
employees changed these 5 x 15 second
interactions they turned multi-million losses
into multi-million profits in just 12 months.
Not bad.
How much of an impact do you think this
customer-focused approach could have on
your business bottom line? If you want help
working this out, before you start, give us a
call and we’ll work it out with you.

Only 30% succeed
It is suggested that upwards of 70% of
change programmes in business fail. This is
substantially because the front line people
do not wholeheartedly buy into the change
and therefore don’t make it happen.

Share the reason why
When it’s crystal clear to your people why
you want to improve your moments of truth
they might just support you. If they don’t
know why it’s necessary, chances are, you
will not get their buy-in.
Even though this is stating the blindingly
obvious it’s often ignored. Here’s an example
‘why’:
“Customers either decide to buy, or decide
not to buy. They decide to come back and
buy again, or not buy again. They decide to
recommend our business, or bad-mouth our
business.”
“The way we handle our customer
moments of truth determines the success
of the business, the survival of the business
and everyone’s job, salary and mortgage
payments.”

Seems like a powerful reason to improve
your moments of truth don’t you think?

Customer care pays off…
Does customer care really come with a
financial payoff for your business?
Let’s answer this question with a few
more questions. If one of your customers has
a magical customer experience...
• Are they more or less likely to buy
additional products or services from you?
• Are they more or less likely to buy again?
• Are they more or less likely to pay more?
• Are they more or less likely to recommend
you to other potential customers?
The answer is ‘more likely’. Improving
your customer care comes with a substantial
commercial payoff.

A magical moment…
One of our colleagues is a big fan of Pret
a Manger, the city-centre café chain. On a
recent visit he was given an unsolicited free
green tea. He wasn’t expecting it. It was a
magical moment. He goes back and buys
more from them and he tells everyone about
it! Pret a Manger invest in a paper cup, a tea
bag and some hot water and get a raving
fan who spends more and tells everyone!
Magical moments need not be costly and this
one certainly paid off for Pret a Manger!
Higher grade customer care also comes
with hidden cost savings too. For example:
fewer complaints means less expense;
fewer returns means less expense; fewer
issues frees up team time and improves
team morale.
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TIME TO DISAGREE:
“This isn’t relevant to us.
We’re not an airline with
thousands of people meeting
thousands of customers.
We’re a small manufacturing
business and sell most of our
products from our website.”
At SAS the moments of truth are faceto-face, 1-on-1 conversations between
customers and SAS people. Your moments of
truth might be on your web page, filling in
order forms, or over the phone.
What’s certain is you can improve your
business’s moments of truth whatever they
look like.
One business we know of adds an ink
stamp cartoon to all their monthly invoices.
The cartoon is different every month. They
are managing the moment of truth when a
customer reviews their invoice.
It’s not uncommon for the financial
controller to share the cartoon with others
in the office. And so the cartoon creates a
favourable feeling towards the supplier - who
knows, they may even get paid sooner too.
How can you apply this to your moments
of truth and make them more magical?

“We don’t have the money to
invest in improved customer
care.”
It really pays to consider the time, money
and lost profits associated with taking your
customers for granted. In our experience as
accountants it’s rare to see business owners
tracking these hidden costs.

Plus, improving your customer contact
moments is rarely expensive. This means
you can get a large business performance
improvement from a very modest investment
(just like Pret a Manger do).

“We’re already better than
our competitors at customer
care so why bother with this.”
Customer care is a moving target.
Also your customer care is not being
compared with your competitors alone.
You’re compared with your customer’s last
great visit to a restaurant or hotel or the
Amazon website or a visit to Disney.
Whether you deliver a magical, neutral or
miserable moment of truth depends on two
things:
1. What and how you handle each customer
moment
2. The expectations your customers have of
you
Be very careful and cautious of underestimating your customers’ expectations.
Avoid being complacent and review your
moments of truth regularly with your people.

Tell me more…
You’ll find real value and insight by
looking deeper into the way Jan Carlzon
helped transform the performance of SAS.
It might be considered ancient history to
look into a business transformation from the
late 1980’s however Carlzon’s book ‘Moments
of Truth’ is considered a business classic. It’s
as much a leadership book as it is a customer
care book and well
worth reading.

Your reputation as a value
added accountant really
matters. This reputation is at risk

4 helping
hands for
you…
Taking customers for granted is
a recipe for commercial disaster.
Put these 4 things to work for you
and you improve your customer
experiences and then profits too:

1. Get your team involved
2. Identify each and
every moment of truth
you have with your
customers
3. Decide whether you
deliver miserable,
neutral or magical
moments
4. Decide what to do to
make neutral moments
magical, and miserable
moments either neutral
or magical

ULTIMATE ARGUMENT:
“How do I know this
will work for me and my
business?”
Until you test it, and modify it
to suit your business you won’t
know. What’s clear is you feel better
towards businesses that deliver
you magical moments. Shouldn’t
your business do the same for your
customers?

unless you share high value business
breakthroughs with your clients and
contacts. Business Bitesize can help you
do this. You can also become the only
accountancy firm doing this in your area.
Find out more here…
www.businessbitesizeforaccountants.com

Your feedback is
important to us. We’d love to

know what you think of Business Bitesize.
Click on this link here to give us your
feedback and answer a single question.
And of course, if you’d like to share this
report directly with any of your colleagues,
friends and contacts … feel free.

STOP: thinking your existing

customer care contact programme
is good enough. It suggests you’re
taking your customers for granted
which is never a good thing.

START: improving your

customers’ moments of truth and
you’ll be building a more successful
business.
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Go to http://bit.ly/CustomerCareTls to see the
additional tools and resources to help your
accountancy firm create magical moments to help
create loyal customers.

Your next steps:
Here’s your bitesize magical
moments action plan. This checklist
will help you improve your magical
moment count with your customers.

Start by working
with your people:
Your people are the ones who
deliver the moments of truth to your
customers. They must be involved in
deciding what’s to be done and how
it must be done. By getting your
people involved you are more likely
to have them support your efforts
and make it happen.

More tools and
information for
you:
As well as the checklist here, you
can use the forms and checklists in
the online supporting tools. Together
they’ll help you make more of this
bitesize business breakthrough.

Here’s how you create more
magical moments of truth
for your customers…
1. Post-it note moments of truth:
Together with your people, identify each and every moment of truth
(point of contact) a customer has with your business. Write it on a post-it
note.
Then create a post-it note timeline showing, step-by-step, each and
every point of contact – on your office wall or flip chart. You can see a
picture of this in the online support tools.

2. Colour-code your different types of contact:
Now it’s time to colour-code your post-it notes. Using different coloured
pens identify the different types of contact you have with your
customers: face-to-face; by phone; by email; by post; by website page;
by webinar.

3. Choose your priorities:
Identify the 3, 4 or 5 most important moments of truth from your post-it
note analysis. Limit your focus so you can make progress fast.

4. Miserable, Neutral, Magical assessment:
With your team, assess your top 3, 4 or 5 moments of truth – are they
miserable, neutral or magical, from your customers’ point of view?

5. Possibility thinking and action planning:
Be open-minded and identify ‘POSSIBLE’ ways of improving each of your
priority moments of truth. And with your team decide what to do to
make any neutral moments magical ones. And any miserable moments
either neutral or magical. And then make it happen.

YOUR SUPPORT TOOLS ARE HERE: Go to the link below and you’ll find a suite of support
tools to help you create more magical moments of truth for your customers who’ll then
buy more from you, more often and recommend others to do the same.
Find the support tools to help you here - www.businessbitesize.com/remarkable_practice
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What if your business could
prosper during competitive
attack and economic chaos?
Lurching from good times to bad
times is stressful. Living such a
rollercoaster business life should
be, and can be, avoided even in
the most turbulent times.
Some businesses succeed
consistently, despite the most
turbulent conditions. Others in
the same industry and under the
same conditions fail!

What is it that Intel has done in a
volatile microprocessor industry,
and AMD has not? What is it that
Southwest Airlines did to make
profit through the OPEC oil crisis
and 9/11 when the rest of the
industry lost billions?
How come some businesses
survive and thrive in chaos while
others stutter and stall in such
chaos?

In a nutshell
Fail to be single-minded about the one
main thing in your business and you’ll be
defeated by the ravages of change in your
industry.
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So what can we learn from
businesses achieving consistent
results whilst surrounded by
chaos?

Learn from the heroes of the
South Pole…
On the 1st November 1911 Robert Falcon
Scott set off from Cardiff to become the first
man to reach the South Pole.
Unfortunately Scott failed to reach the
Pole first. Scott also failed to come back alive.
Roald Amundsen set off a few days earlier

Here’s a proven solution
for you…
Choose one goal and one daily (or
weekly) measure of success and be
fanatical and disciplined about them both.

and arrived at the Pole 34 days ahead of
Scott (if they’d set off together Amundsen
would still have been 23 days ahead of
Scott). Amundsen and his team also got
back alive.
Amundsen’s fanatical single-minded focus
is what stands out.

One goal not two…
Scott had his mind on two things – getting
to the Pole AND scientific research. Scott took
more than 2,000 photos and was carrying
34lb of rocks on the return trip. Amundsen
took 10 photos (and only on the way back);
he allowed no distractions. His plan was
clear…

©shutterstock.com/Robin Heal
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“Our plan is one, one and again
one alone – to reach the pole. For
that goal I have decided to throw
everything else aside.”
– Roald Amundsen
Amundsen was also fanatically disciplined
about his one daily strategy – 15 nautical
miles a day no matter what the weather.
Come hail, snow or shine Amundsen and
his team packed up every morning and set
off to do 15 miles.
On the bad-weather days (-60 degrees
centigrade and force 10 winds) Amundsen
only managed 8 miles, but his team always
set off to do 15 miles.
Scott’s daily strategy depended on the
weather. Sunny days with little wind and
Scott’s team travelled as far as they could.
Some days they dragged their sleds for more
than 10 hours.
On the bad-weather days, Scott’s team
would stay in the tent and wait out the storm.
Amundsen’s team did not allow the
weather to determine their routine. They
were fanatically disciplined about doing 15
miles a day, every day, without fail.

Even on the good days?!
Amundsen was increasingly worried
about Scott’s location. He was increasingly
concerned that Scott was close by and
worried Scott might win.
With good weather favouring Amundsen,
he knew one big push could put him on
the Pole.
And yet Amundsen’s fanatical discipline
shows up even when he’s within sight of
the Pole.
Yes, Amundsen is fanatical about his overall
goal. He’s also fanatical and disciplined about
his daily mileage goal. So Amundsen sticks
to his daily discipline and puts up camp after
travelling close to 15 miles.
He understood that a well-fed, well-rested
and well-repaired team (and kit) will deliver
15 miles a day.
Amundsen’s commitment to 15 miles a
day applies to bad-weather days AND goodweather days – even when pressure to go
more than 15 miles a day is at its maximum.

The main thing is…
Stephen Covey in his landmark ‘7 Habits’
book series said:
“The main thing is to keep the main
thing, the main thing.”
Scott’s experience shows how it can be
fatal if you fail to focus on one main thing.

Business experience proves it
true too…
Jim Collins, in his brilliant book ‘Great By
Choice’, writes how the Scott/Amundsen
insights show up in business. Collins shows
pairs of contrasting businesses in the same
industry, exposed to the same turbulence
and economic conditions.
For example: Intel and AMD make the
integrated circuits (ICs) that power your Macs
and PCs.
Intel started out as a memory chip maker.
But they took an important long hard look at
their business and worked out their one main
thing…
…Intel’s one main thing, since 1985
(when they decided to exit the memory
chip market and focus on one thing –
microprocessors –not two – memory chips
and microprocessors) has been to double
the processing power of their ICs every
18-24 months.
Intel re-engineered their business to
achieve this single focus.
AMD’s main thing was to become No.1 in
ICs by the end of 1990. This drove them to
over-extend their debt, rather than pursue
controlled growth. They were also focused on
what others were doing (external) as much
as what they were doing internally.
During good times (good-weather) both
companies grew but AMD increased revenues
2 times more than Intel. During chaotic
challenging industry times (bad-weather)
AMD substantially failed. Intel quietly grew
by 10% in good times which set them up
to survive the downturn and outgrow AMD
when the industry recovered.
Time has seen Intel become the
dominant, highly profitable and consistent
industry leader, outperforming AMD’s

shareholder value by more than 500% in the
early 1990s and 3000% in the early 2000s.
Fanatical discipline clearly pays off.

From little acorns, grows the
mighty oak…
From being a small Texas-only operator,
Southwest Airlines’ main thing has always
been ‘low-cost, no-frills air travel’.
Their main thing has been instrumental in
delivering 30 years of profitable trading.
“Southwest Airlines, for example,
demanded of itself a profit every
year, even when the entire industry
lost money.”
– Jim Collins ‘Great By Choice’
Southwest even made profits during the
chaos of the OPEC oil crisis in the 1970s.
During the turmoil that followed the 9/11
tragedies in 2001, Southwest made money
whilst every other airline lost money and
laid-off staff.

Fanatical discipline works
There is no way you would describe
Southwest as gung-ho.
They have consistently kept their main
thing the main thing – profitable low-cost nofrills air travel. They brilliantly demonstrate
fanatical discipline. They are crystal clear on
what they don’t do. They don’t touch cargo,
don’t provide in-flight meals and don’t sell
executive seats.
Southwest also demonstrate their
commitment to their ‘15 miles a day’
discipline, even when they could grow much
faster. From ‘Great By Choice’ again:
“In 1996 more than a hundred cities
clamoured for a Southwest service.
And how many cities did Southwest
open that year? Four.”

It can work for you too…
Are you ready to work out the one goal
you should focus on – what’s your ‘one main
thing’ for you and your business? What’s your
‘15 miles a day’ number for your business?
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TIME TO DISAGREE
“Amundsen prepared well
then set off. But business is
constant, we have to prepare
and keep going at the same
time! How do we manage
both?”
You’re right.
Your ongoing business is more like
Amundsen’s daily mileage and daily dose of
weather, good and bad.
1860 nautical miles in 99 days without
weekend breaks was Amundsen’s life, it must
have felt like it would never end!
But remember Amundsen limited the
mileage on the good-weather days so his
team could be well rested and ready for
bad weather. They’d also be well-fed and
do preventative maintenance on the tents,
sledges and other equipment (not easy on
bad-weather days in the Antarctic).
Scott just went as far as possible on good
days sacrificing rest and repair for more
miles. This works in the short term, like
AMD’s rapid growth during good times, but it
undermines your ability to win the race and
get back alive!
At Toyota you find engineers doing more
preventative maintenance than actual repair
maintenance. You service your car regularly
so it doesn’t break down. How do you apply
this approach to your business?

But what is the one overriding singleminded focus you should have steering
your business? What one main thing should
influence your decisions, even when the
economy, your industry and your competition
are in turmoil?

“Amundsen obsessed about
‘15 miles a day’. Should I
simply obsess about my net
profit?”
Clearly profit has to show up in your
business or you will fail.
But profit was a consequence at
Southwest. Their obsessional focus on lowcost, no-frills air travel is what delivered their
30 years of profits.
Intel make profit but obsess about
doubling processing power every 18 months.
Market leading technology is the driver in
this fast-paced innovative industry.
If you were FedEx, on-time delivery might
be your one number to obsess about.
If you are a plumber you might be
inspired by Charlie Mullins of Pimlico
Plumbers, whose main thing is to keep
things simple; to do the right job, at the right
price, at the right time for the customer.
If you run a restaurant you might obsess
about genuine TripAdvisor comments or food
critic comments.
If you run a recruitment company
you might obsess about candidate
recommendations.
If you want help talking through what
number you should obsess about in your
business please give us a call. We’d love to
help you identify your single-minded focus
and your ‘15 miles a day’ number.

“We aren’t Southwest or
Intel. We run a small business
and need to be focused and
disciplined about lots of
things not just one.”
Tell me more…
Intel, Southwest and many other business
successes prove the value of a single-minded
focus. You can find more examples in Jim
Collins’ book ‘Great By Choice’.

Clearly businesses like Intel and Southwest
have many things to manage. Just as you do
in your business.

Your reputation as a
value added accountant
really matters. It is at risk

unless you share high value business
breakthroughs with your clients and
contacts. Business Bitesize can be
exclusive to your firm in your area and
branded with your logo and your firms
primary colour. Find out more here…
www.businessbitesizeaccountants.com

Jim Collins and his team perform highquality and extensive research to reach the
conclusions in his brilliant
book ‘Great By Choice’
We can’t recommend
this book highly enough
if you want to learn more
about prolonged success
whatever the weather.

Your feedback is
important to us. We’d love

to know what you think of Business
Bitesize. Click on this link here to give
us your feedback and answer a single
question.
And of course, if you’d like to share
this report directly with any of your
colleagues, friends and contacts …
feel free.

4 helping
hands for
you…
If the main thing is, to keep the
main thing the main thing, you need
to work out your main thing!
Here are four helping hands to get
you started:

1. Work out a number of
possible options for the
‘one main thing’ for your
business
2. Narrow down your
choices by working out
which ones will pay off
in good times AND in
bad times
3. Ask customers,
suppliers, and outside
advisors their views
on your 2 or 3 best
possible options for
your ‘one main thing’
4. Work out what KPI you
could obsess about
to drive your business
every day or every week

ULTIMATE ARGUMENT:
“How will I know I have
found the right ‘main
thing’ for me and my
business?”
You don’t know until you test your
’main thing’ in the real world. And
test it in good times and bad times.

STOP: thinking you can

successfully focus on several things
at a time.

START: by choosing your

‘one main thing’ and choosing your
’15 miles a day’ number.
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Click anywhere in this shaded area (or go to hyperlink)
to see the additional tools and resources to help you
apply ‘fanatical discipline’ to your business.

Your next steps:
Choosing your ‘one main thing’ is a
big deal. It’s a big-picture, strategic,
and very significant decision.
It’s not to be taken lightly.

Start by asking
the ‘Intel Revolving
Door Question’ to
yourself…
“If we were to appoint a new
Chief Exec, what do you think they
would do?”
The answer to this question
prompted Intel to get out of making
memory chips, which they were
very good at, and wholeheartedly
pursue a singular future in making
integrated circuits.

More tools and
information for
you:
As well as the checklist here, you can
use the exercises, checklists and tools
in the online supporting material.
Together they’ll help you make more
of this bitesize business breakthrough.

4 steps to help you win your
personal business race no matter
how turbulent your industry gets...
These tools will help you become more ‘Amundsen’ and less ‘Scott’
so you ‘win your race’ and ‘get back alive’ no matter how chaotic,
disruptive or turbulent your industry climate gets.

1. What could you have as a single long-term goal for
your business that will carry you through good and bad
times?
a) Rather than dream up the ‘one main thing’ instantly, work out a
number of possible ‘main things’. Go for at least 4 and be happy
if you create 7 or more possibilities – use the tools to help you
b) When you have your list of possibilities assess each one against a
number of criteria – you’ll find the 4 criteria in the support tools

2. Share your top 2 or 3 ‘main things’ with a selection of
valued and respected customers, suppliers, investors,
and advisers – which would they choose for you and why?
3. What has to happen every hour or every day or every
week in your business to help you achieve your ‘one
main thing’ and for you to succeed in the eyes of your
customers?
a) This activity, like Amundsen’s ‘15 miles a day’ will be a number, a
KPI you get fanatical about and disciplined about

4. What scale of number target do you want so it tests
you in bad weather and is comfortably achieved in good
weather?
For more details on this step-by-step process please visit the tools in the link below.

YOUR SUPPORT TOOLS ARE HERE: Go to the link below and you’ll find a selection of
practical support tools to help you apply single-minded fanatical discipline to your
business.
These tools will help you identify your ‘one main thing’ and help you work out your
‘15 miles a day’ number to focus on.

Find the support tools to help you here - www.businessbitesize.com/remarkable_practice

business breakthroughs
in minutes

